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An Introduction to ExactFlat 
 

ExactFlat is an extremely easy to use piece of software that was developed over 
several years and has been used successfully by many companies worldwide. 
Although the algorithms that make up the product are extremely advanced, the 
goal of the company has been to create a product that allows the user to 
effortlessly create 2D patterns from very complex 3D shapes.  
 
The software is robust enough to allow the user to add notching information, 
create piece tags, add a seam allowance, as well as a variety of other functions 
that are necessary to create a file that is ready for cutting or plotting. 
 
With the real time feedback of strain and sag analysis on the 3D model and the 
2D pattern piece, the user can see exactly where problems may exist and is able 
to take the necessary actions before exporting the part out.  
 
Once you have loaded the 3D model, you are 3 mouse clicks away from having a 
2D pattern which can be used by any CNC machine, cutter, or plotter.  
 
The Getting Started Guide will go through all the functionality of our software.  If 
there are any other questions or suggestions that you have, we are available by 
emailing us at support@ExactFlat.com, by visit our website, or by giving us a 
call. 
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Let's Get Started 
 

There are 3 buttons that are used to go from a 3D model to a 2D flat file: they are 
FLATTEN, SPRING and EXPORT. While there are a number of options along 
the way, these are the three main functions that you will be using to create your 
parts.  
 
Below we have outlined the simple steps for flattening a sphere: 
 

1. Load the 3D model. 
2. Rectangle select the part you wish flattened. 

3. Left mouse click the FLATTEN icon  . 

4. Choose the SPRING icon  . 

5. Choose the EXPORT icon  . 
 
So with three clicks of the mouse you now have a 2D flat pattern, it’s as simple 
as that! 
 
 
As we mentioned in the Introduction, there are many features to this software 
and their functionality is described throughout the rest of this Guide, but now 
YOU know the basics and are ready to go.  
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Opening Data in ExactFlat 
Data is initially brought into ExactFlat from Rhino as .3dm or any other polygonal 
format supported by Rhino.   
 
 

File/Load Project 

File open is used to open your 3D files. 
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Exploring the ExactFlat User Interface 
Please take a few minutes to get familiar with the different sections of the 
interface when ExactFlat starts for the first time. 

Menu & Toolbar 

At the top of the screen, you’ll find a standard Rhino menu bar. The next section 
is the ExactFlat Toolbar, which is the vertical row of icons found just below the 
Rhino menu items. This toolbar is where you will find many of the common 
ExactFlat commands, such as Create, Flatten, Spring, etc. 

Left-Side Panels 

By default, ExactFlat Tools are displayed below the Rhino 3D toolbar. 
 

 
 

ExactFlat Tools Panel 

The ExactFlat Tools Panel is where most of the tools needed to generate 2D 
patterns from a 3D model are located.   

 Mend (Left Mouse Click)  

The Mend function is used on the 3D object to join two pieces by removing the 
automatic cuts between them. It is also possible to remove all automatic cuts 
within one piece. 
 

1. Select the Mend tool. 
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2. Select the first piece to act as an anchor, then select subsequent pieces to 
join mend.  All automatic cuts between the anchor and subsequent pieces 
are removed.  The resultant piece is the new anchor. 

  
 

Rectangle Mend (Right Mouse Click) 

The Rectangle Mend tool is used on the 3D object to join two or more pieces 
together by removing all automatic cuts among them. 
 

1. Select the Rectangular Mend tool. 
2. Press and draw a box including all pieces to be combined together.  Any 

line that is partially included in the marquee box is removed. 

 Split  

The Split function is used to add triangles to the surface of the 3D object.  Any 
line, whether automatic or manually created, must lie along existing lines of the 
triangles.  When additional triangles are created, more lines exist along which 
manual cuts can be made.  
 
Split can also be used to delete added triangles, or to create an interior point for 
naming a piece. 
 
The display of the triangles, called Edges, is turned ON and OFF using Edge 
Highlights in the View Highlights preferences. 
 
To add triangles/edges: 

1. Display Edge Highlights. 
2. Select a location along a line for additional intersections.  The system 

adds additional lines starting at the selected location.   
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To delete added triangles: 

1. Select the intersection point of the new lines. 
 
To add an internal point for naming: 

1. Use the Select Items tool to select a 2D pattern. 
2. Select the Split tool. 
3. Select the location in the 2D pattern for the interior point. 

 Cut 

The Cut tool is used to create manual cut lines along one or several edges of the 
mesh. As the mouse is dragged, the cut always follows the shortest path back to 
the start vertex.  The lines can be drawn on either the 3D model or the 2D 
patterns.  Regardless of which object the cut is created on, the corresponding 
object is updated with the new cut.  The colour of the cut lines can be modified 
using ExactFlat Preferences. 
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It is helpful to have the Edge Highlights preference ON when creating Cut lines. 
 
To create a line manually: 

1. Select a starting vertex for the cut.  
2. Select the end vertex for the cut. 
3. Because this tool takes the shortest path, complicated cut paths may need 

to be created in segments (above images). 
4. Selecting the starting point for a line can be made easier by increasing the 

display size (Zoom). 
 

Note: Use the Split function if edges do not exist in the location where the cut 
needs to be created. 

 Curve Cut 

The curve cutting tool allows you to use a curve on the ExactFlat model or 
pattern mesh as a cut path.  If the curve does not lie on the model or pattern 
mesh, the tool will attempt to pull the curve to the mesh before cutting. 
 
To create a cut using a curve: 

1. Select the cutting curve. 
2. Select the model or pattern mesh to cut. 
3. Select a curve fit tolerance.  This tolerance defines how smooth the cut 

will be.  A large tolerance will produce a jagged cut, whereas a low 
tolerance will produce a smooth cut. 
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 Plane Cut 

The plane cutting tool allows you to define a plane on a ExactFlat model or 
pattern mesh.  The selected mesh will be cut along the intersection of this plane 
with the mesh. 
 
If a model mesh is selected, then three points are required to define the plane, 
otherwise only two points are required.  The cutting plane may not travel through 
a gap or hole on the surface of the mesh. 
 
To create a cut using the plane cutter: 

1. Select the start location of the cut.  If a mesh face or edge is selected, a 
split point will be created at the selection point. 

2. Select the end location of the cut.  If a mesh face or edge is selected, a 
split point will be created at the selection point. 

3. If the start and end locations are located on a model mesh, select a third 
reference point for the plane to pass through.  If a mesh face or edge is 
selected, a split point will be created at the selection point. 

 

 Edit Cut 

The Edit Cut function is used to modify an existing, manual cut line.  The two 
ends of a manual cut are displayed in a different colour and can be selected for 
editing. The end not picked remains fixed, while the other end defines the cut by 
a shortest path as in creating the cut. 
 
To edit an existing manual line: 

1. Zoom to Window and select the area to be edited. 
2. Select the line at one of the endpoints. 
3. Select the new ending vertex for this cut. 
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 Delete Cut     

The Delete Cut function is used to remove either manual or automatic cut lines 
from the 3D object.  The corresponding 2D patterns are merged when the lines 
are deleted.  
 
To delete lines: 

1. Select the Delete Cut tool. 
2. Select the line anywhere along its length.  The line is removed. 

 Grain Line 

By default, ExactFlat assumes the 2D horizontal plane as the grain line.  If this is 
inaccurate, a new grain line can be defined by selecting an edge of the ExactFlat 
model or pattern mesh.  The selected edge on the ExactFlat pattern mesh will be 
used as the new grain line. 
 
It is possible to have only one grain line per pattern mesh.  Selecting an edge on 
a ExactFlat model or pattern mesh that already has a grain line will remove the 
old grain line from the ExactFlat pattern mesh and set the selected edge as the 
new grain line. 

 Delete Grain Line 

This tool will remove a user-defined grain line from a ExactFlat pattern mesh.  
The grain line can be selected either on the ExactFlat model or pattern mesh.  
Removing a grain line will cause ExactFlat to use the 2D horizontal plane as the 
grain line. 
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 Find 

The Find function is used to locate the matching 2D piece to a selected line on 
another 2D piece.  The function also moves and rotates the piece to align it to the 
selected cut line.  The function is useful to position the pieces in the work area as 
they would be assembled. 
 
To arrange pieces on the screen: 

1. Select the Find tool. 
2. Click on a perimeter line of a piece.  The system finds the connecting 

piece and positions it next to the selected line.  Clicking at different 
locations along a curve will change the position of the connecting piece. 

3. Continue clicking on lines until all of the pieces are positioned correctly. 
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 Pull 

The Pull function is used to move the corners of the triangles.  When a split point 
on the 3D object is pulled, it is confined either to an edge or a face as necessary 
to avoid changing the shape of the object. 
 
To move a point: 

1. Select the Pull tool. 
2. Press the mouse button down with the cursor positioned over the desired 

point. 
3. Drag the point to the new location and release the button. 

 

 Finish 

Editing a ExactFlat model or pattern mesh is not possible.  Any update made to 
ExactFlat will replace the edited mesh with an updated ExactFlat mesh.  The 
Finish command will duplicate a ExactFlat pattern mesh within Rhino allowing 
you to make changes to the mesh without the mesh being replaced the next time 
ExactFlat is updated. 
 
The replace_source_objects option, when set to Yes, will replace the source 
object used to create the ExactFlat model and pattern mesh with the finished 
pattern equivalent. 
 
The clean_document option, when set to Yes, will remove all ExactFlat data 
from the active document. 
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The output option allows you to select the finished object output type.  The 
finished object may be output as either a mesh or a surface. 

 Material Editor 

This tool allows you to manage your ExactFlat material definitions. 

 License Manager 

This tool allows you to manage your ExactFlat license. 

 Clean 

This tool removes all ExactFlat data from the active document, excluding finished 
pieces. 
 

Real Time Flattening 

The next four tools invoke real time flattening algorithms. They are used to 
prepare a piece for a more advanced spring algorithm, but may also produce 
acceptable results on their own. 
 
During the flattening process at least one of the real time flattening tools will be 
applied to each piece for export. Sometimes the result is immediately good 
enough for export, and sometimes the real time flattening serves only as a good 
initial state for an advanced spring algorithm. Always check the strain analysis 
(stretch prop). If the result looks good (green is the default colour for zero strain), 
there is no need to go to an advanced spring algorithm. 
 
When applying the flattening tools, it is generally good practice to click on the 
area with the most curvature. 

 Flipped Triangles   

Every triangle has a good side and a bad side. The good side is the side in which 
the normal of the triangle protrudes from.  This can be determined using the 
Rhino Flip command.  It is important that the triangles appear good side up in the 
pattern.  The flip highlight is used to test for the presence of upside down or 
‘flipped’ triangles. The choice of a real time flattening tool is often based upon 
which tool is most likely to avoid the unwanted flips depending on the shape of 
the piece on the model. When more than one tool is successful, or when the 
fracture tool or the projection tool works from different selected edges, it is the 
strain analysis that determines the best result. 
 
If your flat pattern appears to be upside down compared to the source model, 
then it is likely your source model needs to be flipped. 
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 Fracture  

Pick edge on pattern for fracture flattening.  The result depends on the edge 
picked. Automatic cuts are introduced as necessary to achieve a zero percent 
strain limit. This is similar to a slash and spread, or relief cut modification.  
Typically the piece is then automatically mended. This works best on pieces of 
low curvature. 
 
If the ‘Auto Mend on Fracture’ option is turned off, there will be no flipped 
triangles, but many automatic cuts will appear as fractures in the piece. If the 
gaps introduced by the fractures are not too wide, the piece may then be mended 
to itself to remove the fractures. (With the ‘auto mend on fracture’ turned on, the 
mend step is done automatically.) The fracture depends upon which edge of the 
piece is selected, and also respects any manual cuts that may be present. 
Fracture works perfectly on a piece with zero Gaussian curvature such as a 
subset of a plane, cylinder or cone, or a piece with no interior vertices. The 
fracture tool is borrowed from origami where, for example, one may unfold 
icosahedrons to a zero-strain pattern by introducing enough cuts. 
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 Pelt 

Pick pattern piece for pelt flattening.  A piece is progressively unwrapped until 
flat.  
 
The pelt tool is the least likely to produce flipped triangles. In theory, if a piece 
‘can’ be flattened with no flips, the pelt tool will do it. In practice, however, some 
flips may occur due to floating point error. Moreover, the recursive nature of the 
algorithm may cause it to fail all together if the number of vertices in the piece is 
large. 

 Automatic Flipped Triangle Correction 

Depending on the ExactFlat settings, automatic flipped triangle correction will be 
initiated after initial flattening (the EFFlatten command).  All flipped triangles are 
located and ExactFlat will attempt to unflip them. 
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Depending on the severity of the flipped triangles, it may be best to skip a pattern 
piece in favor of pelting it.  The resultant pattern piece after pelting it may have 
fewer flipped triangles, resulting in less time required to correct them. 
 
Automatic flipped triangle correction can be initiated at any point by invoking the 

EFUnflipTriangles ( ) command. 

 Spring 

Pick pattern piece to apply an advanced spring algorithm.  Typically the stress 
metric is chosen which models the surface as an isotropic elastic material. The 
Poisson ratio may be entered if desired. A progress bar is provided. Turning 
‘monitor’ off increases the speed. The algorithm may be stopped at any time. In 
addition to the stress metric, other metrics are available.  
 
The Poisson ratio describes how much thinner and longer a material will get 
when it is pulled, depending on what the material is made from.  The value is 
expressed as a percentage that it becomes thinner relative to the distance it gets 
longer. 

 Tag Notch 

Notch tags are 
slits in the DXF 
from the pattern 
perimeter to the 
pattern cut line.  
As such, they 
can only be 
added to the 
perimeter of a 
ExactFlat 
pattern mesh. 
 
The notch tag 
dialogue 
provides a 
variety of 
controls for 

manipulating notch tags.  One open, you can add, remove, and modify existing 
notch tags on ExactFlat pattern meshes. 
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Text, colour, notch type, width, 
and length information can all be 
specified in the dialogue. 
 
The list box provides a list of all 
notch tags currently in the 
ExactFlat document, as well as a 
default option to specify the 
default tag information to use 
when adding new notch tags. 
 
Adding a notch tag to an edge that 
was created by means of either 
automatic or manual cutting will 
result in a second tag being added to the corresponding location on the adjacent 
pattern piece. 
 
Notches and their tags are exported when using the EFExport command. 

 Tag Piece 

Piece tags are 
a utility object 
used for 
organizing and 
identifying 
ExactFlat 
pattern pieces.  
To avoid 
confusion, 
piece tags may 
only be added 
to the interior 
of a ExactFlat 
pattern piece. 
 
The piece tag 

dialogue provides a variety of controls for manipulating piece tags.  Once open, 
you can add, remove, and modify existing piece tags on ExactFlat pattern 
meshes. 
 
Text and colour can both be specified in the dialogue. 
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The list box provides a list of all piece tags currently in the ExactFlat document, 
as well as a default option to specify the default tag information used when 
adding new piece tags. 
 

Piece tags are exported when using the EFFinish ( ) and EFExport ( ) 
commands. 

 Export 

The export tool will create a block object DXF of all ExactFlat pattern pieces.  
The specified seam allowance is added to the perimeter of each pattern piece 
during DXF creation. 
 
Individual ExactFlat pattern pieces are created as separate block objects with the 
following layers: 
- GRAIN 
- CUT (ExactFlat pattern perimeter plus seam allowance) 
- SEAM (ExactFlat pattern perimeter without seam allowance) 
- PIECETAG 
- NOTCH (Line between CUT and SEAM representing a notch) 
- NOTCHTAG 
- TRACELINE 
- TRACEPOINT 
 
Note:  Only required layers are created.  For example, if there are no trace lines, 
then the TRACELINE layer will not be created. 
 

Display Preferences 

 

 

 Highlights 

The Highlight 

 Edge Highlight 

The Edge highlight displays the triangles that form the surface of the ExactFlat 
pattern.  The triangles are displayed on both the ExactFlat model and pattern 
mesh. 
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 Manual Cuts 

The Manual Cuts highlight displays the cut lines created by the ExactFlat cutting 
tools.  The lines are displayed in orange (default colour) on both the ExactFlat 
model and pattern mesh. 

 Automatic Cuts 

The Automatic Cuts highlight displays the cut lines created by the initial flattening 
process.  The lines are displayed in green (default colour) on both the ExactFlat 
model and pattern mesh. 

 Grain Lines 

The Grain Lines highlight displays the edge selected for use as a grain line.  If no 
edge has been selected for a pattern piece, then no highlight will be drawn.  The 
lines are displayed in bright green (default colour) on both the ExactFlat model 
and pattern mesh. 

 Flip 

The Flip highlight displays where the flattening process has caused triangles to 
flip on the 2D pattern.   

 Piece Association (Rainbows) 

The Piece Association (Rainbows) highlight displays lines that show how the 
ExactFlat pattern pieces are connected. 

 Tags 

The Tags highlight displays the locations where piece tags and notch tags exist.  
Piece tags are indicated using a diamond, and notch tags are indicated using a 
plus sign. 

 Tag Text 

The Tag Text highlight displays the text associated with piece and notch tags. 

 Split Points 

The Split Points highlight displays where split points have been created.  Split 
points can be created using either the Split Points command, or by the Curve or 
Plane cutting tools. 
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 Piece IDs 

The Piece IDs are used to match a ExactFlat pattern piece with its corresponding 
model piece.  They are numbers that range from 1 to n, where n is the number of 
pieces in the project. 

 Stress 

The Stress highlight displays a false colour strain analysis of the ExactFlat 
pattern mesh.  Both ExactFlat model and pattern mesh objects are drawn with 
the false colour analysis. 
 
Colours used in the analysis can be adjusted from the ExactFlat Legend options 
panel. 
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Tracing Objects 
Trace objects are the projection of a point or 3D curve on to a ExactFlat model 
piece.  The projection is then flattened along with the model piece giving an 
accurate representation of where the original point or 3D curve will lie on the 
ExactFlat pattern piece. 
 
There are many uses for trace objects.  They are ideal for any application which 
requires the location of a specific point/line/curve to be known on the 2D pattern 
piece.  Examples include:  anchor points, hole placement, sewing place holders, 
chines, etc. 
 

Using the EFTrace Command 

Tracing an object is accomplished using the EFTrace ( ) command.  Once 
initiated, select all objects to be traced and press ENTER.  Next, select all model 
objects in which the selected objects will be traced on to.  All selected objects will 
be traced on to the selected model objects. 
 
Regardless of the distance, ExactFlat will attempt to pull the selected objects to 
the ExactFlat model object.  For best results, the object to be traced should be as 
close to the ExactFlat model object as possible before initiating the EFTrace 
command.  Once traced, the mapping of the selected object to the ExactFlat 
model object cannot be altered. 
 

Command Options 

The EFTrace command has one command line option allowing you to specify the 
tracing tolerance (default 0 units).  When the tolerance is any value greater than 

0, only selected objects to be traced 
within the tolerance will be traced. 
 
 
Specifying a tolerance other than 0 
is useful when tracing objects in 
scenarios other than a one-to-one 
(see Tracing Relationships for 
details).  For example, selecting 
multiple points to be traced on to 
multiple model pieces; if a tolerance 
is not set, then the selected points 
with no meaningful relationship to 
the selected model pieces will 
simply appear around the perimeter 
of the unwanted model pieces.  
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Specifying a tolerance will solve this by preventing the points from tracing on to 
distance model pieces. 
 

Tracing Relationships 

As previously mentioned, there are different tracing relationships.  These are:  
one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-many (many objects tracing 
on to many ExactFlat model pieces). 
 
Tracing relationships are not constant and may change during editing operations.  
For example, adding a cut to an object that has a one-to-one tracing relationship 
will change the relationship to a one-to-many relationship.  It is important to be 
aware of this to avoid unexpected results. 

One-To-One 

One-to-one relationships exist when a single object is traced on to a single 
ExactFlat model object.  In this case, whatever portion of the selected object 
overlaps the selected ExactFlat model object will be traced. 

One-To-Many 

One-to-many relationships exist when a single object is traced to many ExactFlat 
model objects.  Only the overlapping portions of the selected object are traced on 
to the selected ExactFlat model objects. 
 
If the selected object to trace cannot be easily pulled to the ExactFlat model 
object, then the trace may appear simply as a point or line on the perimeter of the 
ExactFlat pattern piece.  Adjusting the tolerance may prevent this. 
 

Many-To-One 

Many-to-one relationships exist when many objects are traced to a single 
ExactFlat model object.  Only the portions of the selected objects will be traced 
on to the ExactFlat model object. 
 
If the any of the selected objects are distant and cannot be accurately pulled to 
the ExactFlat model object, then their trace may appear as a single point or a line 
along the perimeter of the ExactFlat pattern piece.  Adjusting the tolerance may 
prevent this. 
 
The image featured in the Using the EFTrace Command section is an example of 
a many-to-one relationship.  Many curves make up the lettering, and all have 
been traced on to a single ExactFlat model object. 
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Many-To-Many 

Many-to-many relationships exist when many objects are selected to be traced to 
multiple ExactFlat model objects.  In this case, each selected object is traced on 
to each selected ExactFlat model object. 
 
This case often results in unexpected results.  If one or more of the selected 
objects to be traced does not overlap one of the selected ExactFlat model 
objects, then the trace will simply appear as a single dot or line along the 
perimeter of the ExactFlat pattern piece.  Adjusting the tolerance may prevent 
this. 
 
The image featured below in the Pattern Manipulation section is an example of a 
many-to-many relationship.  There are many curves traced on to multiple 
ExactFlat model objects. 
 

Removing Trace Objects 

Removing trace objects is generally accomplished using the EFDeleteTrace ( ) 
command.  Once invoked, select the trace object you wish to delete.  You can 
select either the trace on the 2D ExactFlat pattern piece, or the source 3D object.  
The command will continue to query you for trace objects to be deleted until ESC 
or ENTER have been pressed. 
 
If the source object for a trace object is deleted, then the trace is removed as 
well. 
 

Pattern Manipulation 

Manipulating a ExactFlat pattern piece that has a trace on it is no different than 
manipulating any other ExactFlat pattern piece.  By default, ExactFlat pattern 
pieces are grouped together with any traces that may accompany it.  As such, 
you do not have to worry about the trace being out of synch with the ExactFlat 
pattern piece.  If, however, the pieces lose their grouping, then the TFRedraw 
command to force ExactFlat to redraw all pattern pieces. 

Movement 

Moving a ExactFlat pattern piece that also contains a trace is the same as 
moving a ExactFlat pattern piece that does not contain a trace.  Simply drag the 
piece to the desired new location and the trace will follow.  If it does not follow, 
then use the TFRedraw command to redraw all ExactFlat pattern pieces. 
If a source object for a trace is moved, then all ExactFlat pattern pieces are 
updated to reflect the new location of the source object.  Note that any specified 
tolerance still applies, and if the source object is moved beyond the tolerance, 
then no trace will appear on the ExactFlat pattern pieces. 
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Pattern Optimization 

Optimizing a ExactFlat pattern piece that contains a trace using the EFSpring (

) command is no different than optimizing a ExactFlat pattern piece that does 
not contain a trace.  Simply invoke the EFSpring command, select all ExactFlat 
pieces to be optimized, and press ENTER.  The trace will be updated to reflect 
the changing ExactFlat pattern piece. 

Similarly, if the EFPelt ( ) command is used to re-flatten a ExactFlat pattern 
piece, any associated trace(s) will also be updated to reflect the new shape of 
the ExactFlat pattern piece. 

Pattern Piece Editing 

Editing pattern pieces using the 

EFCut ( ) command, the 

EFDeleteCut ( ) command, the 

EFMend ( ) command, or the 
EFMendMultiple command may 
change the tracing relationship.  As 
a result, unexpected results may 
occur. 
Cutting a ExactFlat piece with a 
trace will cause ExactFlat to 
recalculate the trace of the source 
object on the two resultant pattern 
pieces. 
If the trace relationship was one-to-
one, the relationship will now be 

one-to-many.  This may result in unexpected results if the cut was placed in an 
area in which the source object does not overlap.  If this is the case, then the 
trace on the portion of the ExactFlat pattern piece that does not overlap the 
source object will appear as either a single point or a line along the perimeter.  
This may be solved using the tolerance beforehand. 
Similar results will occur if the relationship was originally a many-to-one 
relationship, as is the case in the previous image.  Many curves were traced on 
to a single ExactFlat model piece.  The ExactFlat pattern piece was then cut in to 
6 individual pieces, resulting in a many-to-many relationship. 
In this case, no tolerance was specified.  As a result, each ExactFlat pattern 
piece has unexpected lines along the perimeter (not shown in the photo).  These 
lines are the result of the trace of all the letters not overlapping the newly divided 
pieces.  
Deleting a cut between two ExactFlat pattern pieces that contain trace objects 
will cause ExactFlat to trace any source objects that were traced to the former 
individual pieces on to the now single piece.  If the relationship was many-to-
many, then the relationship may now be many-to-one. 
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Mending pattern pieces has the same effect as deleting manual cuts between 
two pattern pieces that have a trace. 
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Exporting and Finishing Pattern 
Pieces 

Exporting or finishing pattern pieces that 
have a trace is no different than exporting 
or finishing pattern pieces that do not have 
a trace. 
To export a ExactFlat pattern piece, invoke 

the EFExport ( ) command, specify a file 
name, and press OK.  The pattern pieces 
will be exported as expected.  The trace is 
exported as a white line on the 
TRACELINE layer. 
Finishing a ExactFlat pattern piece with a 
trace is no different than finishing a ExactFlat pattern piece that does not have a 

trace.  Simply invoke the EFFinish ( ) command, select the ExactFlat pattern 
piece(s) you wish to finish, then press ENTER.  The selected ExactFlat pattern 
piece(s) will be duplicated and inserted in to the active document with no 
ExactFlat association.  If any of the pattern pieces have a trace, the trace will be 
duplicated with the finished piece and grouped together. 
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Flattening Textured Objects 
Flattening textured objects with ExactFlat is the same as flattening non-textured 

objects.  Invoke the EFFlatten ( ) command, select all objects to be flattened, 
and press ENTER.  The texture coordinates will be preserved through the 
flattening process. 
 
The pattern and model representation will now appear as textured objects with a 
false colour overlay.  Finished objects (flat pattern pieces no longer associated 
with ExactFlat) will also be created using the flattened texture coordinates. 
 
If your pattern/model pieces or finished pieces don’t have a texture displayed, 
then it could mean the flattened objects had a texture applied to them by means 
of layer materials.  See below for details. 
 

Texturing Objects 

Texturing an object in Rhino isn’t simply 
a matter of applying a texture.  The 
texture must be part of a material, and 
the material must be applied either to the 
object, or to the layer the object is on. 

Object Materials 

To specify an object material, select the 
object, open its property window 
(Properties command), and select 
Material from the top most combo box 
(default is Object).  Under the Texture 
group, specify a map file (image to use 
as the texture). 
 

Layer Materials 

Layer materials are very similar to object 
materials.  Open the layer dialogue 
(Layer command) and click the Material 
button to open the Material Editor.  The 
editor is similar to the material properties 

dialogue for object materials.  As with object materials, specify a map file to use 
under texture. 
 
It is important to note that specifying a material this will only apply the material to 
objects on this layer.  In the case of ExactFlat, model and pattern objects are 
added to their own separate layers by default.  If a texture was specified by 
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means of layer materials, even though the texture coordinates have been 
flattened, the model and pattern objects will not have a visible material once 
flattened.  A material will either have to be applied to the model/pattern layers or 
to the source object before flattening. 
 

Flattening Textured Objects 

Before flattening, make sure your objects are textured.  This can be done using 
either of the two above methods. 
 

Once textured, invoke the EFFlatten ( ) command to begin.  Select all objects 
to be flattened and press ENTER.  The ExactFlat model and pattern 
representations will now have the same texture coordinates as the source object. 
 
Note:  If the source object was textured by means of layer texturing, then the 
model and pattern objects will likely appear texture-less.  This is because the 
newly created ExactFlat Model and ExactFlat Pattern layers are created without 
materials.  You will either have to specify a material for these layers, or texture 
the object itself (instead of the layer it lays on).  Alternatively, you can continue 
with the flattening process with no visual reference to the texture.  Once you are 

happy with the pattern, finish the object using the EFFinish ( ) command.  The 
finished pattern pieces will be placed on the same layer(s) as the source objects, 
and should now have a visible texture corresponding to the source object. 
 
When the ExactFlat model and ExactFlat pattern representations are viewed in 
Rendered mode, they will appear as textured objects with a false colour overlay.  
The false colour overlay indicates stress/sag according to the ExactFlat legend. 
 
All ExactFlat commands may be 
used on the pattern piece at this 
point.  The texture coordinates will 
remain as pieces are sprung, cut, 
and tagged. 
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Once a suitable pattern has been 

obtained, use the EFFinish ( ) 
command to obtain a useable 
textured flat pattern.  Exporting the 
pattern piece using the EFExport (

) will be of little use since the 
created DXF does not contain any 
texture information. 
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Preferences 
The Preferences dialog has a group of settings that control the effects of the 
flattening tools as well as other settings.   

 ExactFlat Options 

Clicking this icon will display the ExactFlat section in the Rhino Options panel.  
 

Settings 

Here, you can set options for the various tools, such as the type of Creation, the 
Flatten method, Spring solver type, how to handle Cuts, Export DXF seam 
allowance, and Mouse Pick Radius. 
 

 

Auto Mend on Fracture 

The results of the Fracture function look like slash and spread.  If Auto Mend on 
Fracture is ON, the space where the piece is slashed and spread is filled in and 
included in the piece area.  If Auto Mend on Fracture is OFF, the slash and 
spread is included as part of the piece perimeter. 
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Auto Unflip Triangles 

Turning this option on will initiate automatic flipped triangle correction during 
initial flattening (EFFlatten). 

Spring Type 

There are 6 options for Spring Type; AutoMetric, Classic Springs, Stress, 
Unscramble, Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3.   

Auto Position on Mend 

This preference determines whether the 2D pattern moves if an automatic cut 
line is deleted.  If Auto Position on Mend is ON, the 2D pattern moves to the 
adjacent pattern.  If Auto Position on Mend is OFF, the pattern stays at its current 
location. 

Auto Position on Delete 

This preference determines whether the 2D pattern moves if a cut line is deleted.  
If Auto Position on Cut Delete is ON, the 2D pattern moves to the adjacent 
pattern.  If Auto Position on Cut Delete is OFF, the pattern stays at its current 
location. 

DXF Seam Allowance 

The distance, in inches, to offset the ExactFlat pattern perimeter when creating 
the CUT layer curve. 

DXF Text Size 

The size, in inches, of piece and notch tag text to be exported to DXF. 
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Highlights 

In the Highlights dialogue, you can customize the Colour and Thickness of the 
custom drawing methods used in the ExactFlat interface. 
 

 

Automatic Cut 

The Automatic Cut option is used to set the colour and thickness of the lines 
created by the TFFlatten command. 

Manual Cut 

The Manual Cut option is used to set the colour and thickness of the lines 
created by the EFCut command. 

Manual End Cut 

The Manual End Cut option is used to set the colour and thickness of the ends of 
the lines created by the EFCut command. 

Flipped Triangles 

The Flipped Triangles option is used to set the colour and thickness of the flipped 
triangle highlight. 
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Rainbows 

The Rainbows option is used to set the colour and thickness of the rainbow 
highlight. 

Split Points 

The Split Points option is used to set the colour, thickness, and radius from the 
center of the split point to draw the split point highlight. 

Vertex Mouseover 

The Vertex Mouseover option is used to set the colour and thickness of the lines 
drawn when selecting vertices for various commands (EFEditVertex, 
EFSplitPoint, etc.). 

Edge Mouseover 

The Edge Mouseover option is used to set the colour and thickness of the lines 
drawn when selecting edges for various commands (EFTag, EFSplitPoint, etc.). 

Automatic Cut Mouseover 

The Automatic Cut Mouseover option is used to set the colour and thickness of 
the lines drawn when selecting automatic cuts. 

Manual Cut Mouseover 

The Manual Cut Mouseover option is used to set the colour and thickness of the 
middle lines drawn when selecting manual cuts. 

Manual End Cut Mouseover 

The Manual End Cut Mouseover option is used to set the colour and thickness of 
the line ends drawn when selecting manual cuts. 

Tag Font 

The Tag Font option is used to set the font of piece and notch tags. 

Tag Radius 

The Tag Radius option is used to set the distance from piece and notch tags to 
draw the tag text. 

Tag Text Size 

The Tag Text Size option is used to set the font size of piece and notch tags. 
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Legend 

The Legend dialogue allows you to customize the false colour strain legend in 
ExactFlat’s real-time stress display. 
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Localization 

The localization dialogue allows you to select the language ExactFlat is 
presented in.  ExactFlat comes localized to English (US), German, Spanish, 
French, and Italian. 
 

 
 

Localize to Rhino settings 

When checked, ExactFlat will attempt to choose the same localization as Rhino.  
If no appropriate localization is found, ExactFlat will default to English (US). 
 
When unchecked, the drop-down box is populated with all localizations available 
to ExactFlat.  Selecting a new localization will cause ExactFlat to use the 
selected localization when Rhino is restarted. 
 
For a localization change to take effect, Rhino must be restarted. 
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NOTES 
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